A recommender system is currently applied in many different domains, seeking to provide users with recommendation services according to their personalized preferences to relieve rising online information congestion. As the number of mobile phone users is large and growing, mobile tourist guides have attracted considerable research interest in recent years. In this paper, we propose an optimal travel route recommender system by analyzing the data history of previous users. The open dataset used covers the travel data from thousands of mobile tourists who visited Jeju in a full year. Our approach is not only personalized to users' preferences but also able to recommend a travel route rather than individual POIs (Points of Interest). An association rule mining-based approach, which takes into account contextual information (date, season and places already visited by previous users), is used to produce travel routes from the large dataset. Furthermore, to ensure the reasonability of the recommendation, a genetic algorithm optimization approach is proposed to find the optimal route among them. Finally, a mobile tourist case study is implemented in order to verify the feasibility and applicability of the proposed system. This application embeds a graphic map for plotting the travel route and provides detailed information of each travel spot as well. The results of this work indicate that the proposed system has great potential for travel planning preparation for mobile users.
Introduction
Great opportunities have been offered with the flourishment of social media, such as Facebook and Twitter, for addressing many challenging problems, such as travel recommendations. Travel recommendation is an important application field in both research and industry. Many travel sites provide information on the proposal, which is written by other users to help the user to create a unique travel plan. For example, TripSpot [1] is a famous travel site featuring more than 100 country guides through which users can get a variety of information, including tourism information, destination ideas, maps, weather forecasts, etc. Nowadays, more and more people join the social media network and share their photos which records users' daily life and travel experience. These photos contain heterogeneous metadata (e.g., tags, date taken, latitude etc.) which are not only useful for reliable POIs (Points of Interest) [2] but also provide a great opportunity to recommend personalized travel routes according to users' preferences.
Two main challenges have to be noted when considering travel recommendations. First, travel recommender systems should provide personalized travel recommendations based on user interest since the preference of POIs varies from user to user [3] . For example, some people may prefer historical sites such as temples and pavilions, while others are interested in city landmarks such as high-rise buildings. Many other attributes including season and visiting times are also helpful to provide personalized travel recommendations, more so than topical travel interest. Secondly, the recommendation of a sequential travel route is far more complex and time-consuming than individual POIs, since the distance between the locations or opening times of different POIs should be considered [4] .
Existing approaches on travel recommendation can be classified into two kinds in terms of the services they render, which are destination-based recommendations and route-based recommendations. The former approach is centered on the recommendation of a single destination which best meets the user's interest. One of the typical cases is PersonalTour [5] , which is used by travel agencies to help their customers find the best travel packages according to their preferences. Once the recommendation process is completed, a list of rated options is presented to the user. The latter approach not only provides a list of the places that fit better with the user's preferences, but also help tourists create a route containing several destinations. Trip-planning [6] is a time-consuming task and there is always a demand for a system that is able to provide tourist locations according to users' interests and preferences. Photo2Trip [7] leverages geo-tagged photos to suggest customized travel routes according to the user's preference, and it also enables the user to input personal preference in an interactive manner.
However, these existing recommendation approaches only work based on user topic interest mining but without considering other personalized attributes such as preferred seasons. Some of them facilitate route mining using personalized travel attributes, but without validating the reasonability of the route. It cannot be a reasonable recommendation, for example, if the recommended POIs of a route in one day are located in different directions. As a result, high reliable travel route recommendation is still a formidable challenge for the existing travel recommendation approaches.
The contribution of this work can be divided into a three-fold structure: first, we propose a novel route recommendation system that aims to provide travel routes depending on previous users' historical experience. An association rule mining-based approach is utilized, which is used to discover the frequent routes between different tourists in a large dataset. Secondly, a genetic algorithm-based route optimization approach is designed to find the optimal travel route by using the distance fitness function. Lastly, a mobile tourist case study is implemented as the proof of concept to validate the performance of the proposed system. Numerous activities and snapshots of the case study are presented and discussed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses some main approaches used in travel recommender systems and overviews some of the similar related research works. Section 3 gives an overview of the proposed system's conceptual architecture and details each component of the system. Section 4 overviews the experimental setup and reports the results of the proposed travel route recommender system. Section 5 provides some insight into the implementation of the case study. Section 6 overviews the implementation of the mobile tourist case study with various snapshots. Section 7 outlines the significance of the proposed work by a comparative analysis of the proposed work with some existing works. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and discusses the future direction of research.
Related Work
This section overviews some of the recent studies in travel recommendation and points out the differences between the designed work and existing works. General travel recommender systems recommend travel routes in terms of the popularity of POIs or routes [8] . Recently, personalized travel recommendations have attracted more attention. Collaborative Filtering (CF) [9] , Markov Chains [10] and matrix factorization [11] are three main approaches, widely used in personalized travel recommendation. The most famous method is location-based collaborative filtering (LCF) which measures similar social users based on the location co-occurrence of previously visited POIs and then ranks POIs based on similar users' visiting records. Clements et al. [12] model the co-occurrence with Gaussian density estimation and travel routes are recommended according to similar users' voting. Cheng et al. [13] built a matrix of user location by using a user check-in information on locations and a multi-center Gaussian model was adopted to model the probability to analyze the user's check-in behavior, including check-in frequency over the spatial, which are used to predict unknown frequency to these unvisited locations. Another project called GoThere [14] is a context and preference aware travel guide that suggests significant tourist destinations based on users' preferences and the current surrounding context generated from the well-known social media repository Flicker [15] . The user preferences on the content of travel spots are distinguished from the user preferences on travel spots themselves, which motivates an independent location model of users' content preferences and a location-aware model of users' location preferences of travel spots. However, the location-based approaches may face the data sparse issue when the users have very few location records so that the mining of similar users could be very difficult. A topic model is effective for solving the data sparse problem, for example, an author topic model-based collaborative filtering method [16] is proposed to mine the category of user topic interest (i.e., cultural, cityscape, landmark, and more) simultaneously so as to facilitate comprehensive recommendations for social users. A location-based and preference-aware travel recommendation system is presented by the authors of [17] by using a weighted category hierarchy to model each individual's personal preferences, from learning an iterative learning model in their offline module.
However, personalized travel route recommendation [18] is more convenient for users as the conventional approaches only provide an individual recommendation. For example, the authors of [19] propose a new trip-planning method to recommend a travel route that is related to users in the given context. Travel preferences from users' travel history in one location are used to recommend tourist locations in other cities. Another project [20] focuses on sentimental attributes of location and proposes a mining-based method. They use a sentiment-based mining algorithm to mine the user interested locations with obvious sentimental attributes so as to recommend the travel routes to other users. Gao et al. present a travel guidance system [21] , which can automatically recognize and rank the landmarks for tourists. They applied a novel landmark ranking approach by using the geotag info in Flicker and user knowledge from Yahoo Travel Guide. The proposed method selected the popular landmarks and computed the probability of a tag being a landmark name.
In recent years, studies of the travel route recommendation that contain more context attributes have shown more effective performance than topical interest. For example, Yuan et al. exploited both geographical and temporal influence in the time-aware recommendation. They proposed a geographical-temporal influence-aware graph which is aimed at modeling check-in records, geographical influence, and temporal influence to recommend POIs to a user at a given time [22] . Chen et al. focus on leveraging the tourists' attributes from the photo contents [23] . They mined the demographics for different locations and travel paths and then a Bayesian learning framework was introduced for further giving a mobile recommendation on the spot.
To the best of our knowledge, these existing studies related to travel recommendation either recommend destination considering only user preferences or put effort on route mining considering personal travel attributes. Furthermore, these travel attributes have not been mined automatically and few of them optimize the recommendation to ensure reliability and availability. It is necessary to fully adopt all of these features in designing a travel route recommendation system and thus improve the performance. Figure 1 illustrates the conceptual architecture of the proposed optimal travel route recommender system. In this work, the recommender system is aimed at helping users to make personalized travel decisions based on the data history from previous users. To achieve this purpose, the proposed system automatically analyzes the data resources to mine travel routes according to personal travel interests (i.e., preferred season, weather, etc.). Then the system searches the best travel route and provides the recommendation to mobile users. More specially, the data resources are in Comma-Separated Values (CSV) format, containing multiple values such as moving path, season, geolocation and the information of each travel spot. These values are taken as inputs of the route recommender system on which the association rule mining-based route recommendation approach is applied to find travel routes. The genetic algorithm-based route optimization solution takes these routes to find the optimal routes by referring to the fitness function. These optimal routes are also maintained as a CSV document, which is ingested by the mobile application and thus makes them visible in the intuitive graphical map. Furthermore, various third-party Application Program Interfaces (APIs) are utilized to provide different functionalities such as weather forecast and video searching. The detailed processes of the association rule mining-based route recommendation and the genetic algorithm-based route optimization are discussed in the following subsections.
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Association Rule Mining Based Travel Route Recommendation
Association rule mining concentrates on finding rules which will predict the occurrence of an item based on the occurrences of other items in a transaction [24] . The fact that two items are found to be related means co-occurrence but not causality. Association rule mining [25] can be used in basket data analysis, educational data mining, classification, clustering etc. Agrawal et al. introduce association rules [26] to discover regularities between products in large-scale transaction data from supermarkets. For example, the rule {egg} ≥ {burger, potato} would indicate that is a customer buys eggs, they are very likely to also buy burger meat and potatoes together. In this paper, we apply the principles of association rule mining to discover relations between travel spots in the large travel history dataset, and strong rules are identified using some measures of interest value. Figure 2 gives as overview of the architecture of the proposed association rule mining-based approach for travel route recommendation. The designed application consists of three modules: route extraction module, frequent route mining module, and strong route generation module.
Apriori is a classic algorithm for learning association rules in computer science and data mining. This approach [27] was first designed to operate on databases containing transactions which are composed of a set of items or itemset (for example, collections of items purchased by customers). Some other algorithms are designed for finding association rules in data having no transactions (Winepi and Minepi) [28] , or having no timestamps (DNA sequencing). Given a threshold C, the Apriori algorithm identifies the item sets which are subsets of at least C transactions in the database. Constraints on various measures of significance and interest can be used in order to select credible rules from the set of all possible rules. The best-known constraints are minimum thresholds on support and confidence. More specially, the data resources are in Comma-Separated Values (CSV) format, containing multiple values such as moving path, season, geolocation and the information of each travel spot. These values are taken as inputs of the route recommender system on which the association rule mining-based route recommendation approach is applied to find travel routes. The genetic algorithm-based route optimization solution takes these routes to find the optimal routes by referring to the fitness function. These optimal routes are also maintained as a CSV document, which is ingested by the mobile application and thus makes them visible in the intuitive graphical map. Furthermore, various third-party Application Program Interfaces (APIs) are utilized to provide different functionalities such as weather forecast and video searching. The detailed processes of the association rule mining-based route recommendation and the genetic algorithm-based route optimization are discussed in the following subsections.
Association rule mining concentrates on finding rules which will predict the occurrence of an item based on the occurrences of other items in a transaction [24] . The fact that two items are found to be related means co-occurrence but not causality. Association rule mining [25] can be used in basket data analysis, educational data mining, classification, clustering etc. Agrawal et al. introduce association rules [26] to discover regularities between products in large-scale transaction data from supermarkets. For example, the rule {egg} ⇒ {burger, potato} would indicate that is a customer buys eggs, they are very likely to also buy burger meat and potatoes together. In this paper, we apply the principles of association rule mining to discover relations between travel spots in the large travel history dataset, and strong rules are identified using some measures of interest value. Figure 2 gives as overview of the architecture of the proposed association rule mining-based approach for travel route recommendation. The designed application consists of three modules: route extraction module, frequent route mining module, and strong route generation module.
Apriori is a classic algorithm for learning association rules in computer science and data mining. This approach [27] was first designed to operate on databases containing transactions which are composed of a set of items or itemset (for example, collections of items purchased by customers). Some other algorithms are designed for finding association rules in data having no transactions (Winepi and Minepi) [28] , or having no timestamps (DNA sequencing). Given a threshold C, the Apriori algorithm identifies the item sets which are subsets of at least C transactions in the database. Constraints on various measures of significance and interest can be used in order to select credible rules from the set of all possible rules. The best-known constraints are minimum thresholds on support and confidence. The of an itemset X is defined as the proportion of transactions in the data set which contains the itemset.
(1)
The confidence of a rule ( → ) with respect to a set of transactions T, is defined as the proportion of the transactions that contains X which also contains Y.
The pseudo code for the algorithm is given below for a set of itemsets, the algorithm attempts to find subsets which are common to at least a minimum number C of the itemsets. A bottom-up approach is utilized in Apriori, where frequent subsets are extended one item at a time (also known as candidate generation), and groups of candidates are tested against by the data. This process is terminated by the algorithm until no further successful extensions are found. A breadth-first search strategy is used to count the support of itemsets efficiently and the counts of candidate itemsets are stored in a tree structure. Candidate itemsets of length k are generated by joining itemsets of length k − 1 and those who have an infrequent subpattern are pruned. The candidate itemsets contain all frequent k-length itemsets according to the downward closure lemma. After that, frequent itemsets are determined among the candidates by scanning the transaction database. Association rules are simultaneously required to satisfy a user-specified minimum threshold of support and confidence. The method used to generate association rules can be split up into a two-step process as follows: apply the minimum support threshold to find all frequent itemsets and then form rules from these frequent itemsets in terms of the minimum confidence constraint. We have defined the following terminologies for the pseudo code such as : frequent items, T: database, MS: minimum support, : candidate generated from , : k size candidate set, t: transaction, : candidate of with minimum support, : counting of the frequent itemsets. The supp(X) of an itemset X is defined as the proportion of transactions in the data set which contains the itemset. The confidence of a rule ( x → y ) with respect to a set of transactions T, is defined as the proportion of the transactions that contains X which also contains Y.
The pseudo code for the algorithm is given below for a set of itemsets, the algorithm attempts to find subsets which are common to at least a minimum number C of the itemsets. A bottom-up approach is utilized in Apriori, where frequent subsets are extended one item at a time (also known as candidate generation), and groups of candidates are tested against by the data. This process is terminated by the algorithm until no further successful extensions are found. A breadth-first search strategy is used to count the support of itemsets efficiently and the counts of candidate itemsets are stored in a tree structure. Candidate itemsets of length k are generated by joining itemsets of length k − 1 and those who have an infrequent subpattern are pruned. The candidate itemsets contain all frequent k-length itemsets according to the downward closure lemma. After that, frequent itemsets are determined among the candidates by scanning the transaction database. Association rules are simultaneously required to satisfy a user-specified minimum threshold of support and confidence. The method used to generate association rules can be split up into a two-step process as follows: apply the minimum support threshold to find all frequent itemsets and then form rules from these frequent itemsets in terms of the minimum confidence constraint. We have defined the following terminologies for the pseudo code such as L 1 : frequent items, T: database, MS: minimum support, C g : candidate generated from L k−1 , C k : k size candidate set, t: transaction, C m : candidate of C k with minimum support, U k : counting of the frequent itemsets.
Pseudo Code for Apriori (T, MS)
Generally, a travel route is a sequence of attractions in a specific order, for example, in terms of the order from left to right, the left-most point within the sequence is considered as the start point and the right-most one as the endpoint. Route extraction is the first step in the proposed travel route recommendation approach, which processes retrieving data out of data sources and recombines these data to generate routes for further data processing or data storage, as shown in Figure 3 . In our proposed system, we extract more features such as geo-location, path, user Id, year, and month information from the travel dataset other than individual attractions to generate the route set on which we are applying the Apriori algorithm. The details of the used dataset will be illustrated in the next section. Generally, a travel route is a sequence of attractions in a specific order, for example, in terms of the order from left to right, the left-most point within the sequence is considered as the start point and the right-most one as the endpoint. Route extraction is the first step in the proposed travel route recommendation approach, which processes retrieving data out of data sources and recombines these data to generate routes for further data processing or data storage, as shown in Figure 3 . In our proposed system, we extract more features such as geo-location, path, user Id, year, and month information from the travel dataset other than individual attractions to generate the route set on which we are applying the Apriori algorithm. The details of the used dataset will be illustrated in the next section. The task for the frequent route mining is to find all common sets of individual attractions by which to compose travel routes that have at least a minimum support. To generate frequent routes, the following are requirements for an effective candidate generation procedure: First, it should avoid generating too many unnecessary candidates that is the key issue affecting the algorithm performance. Secondly, it must ensure that the candidate route is complete and lastly it should not generate the same route more than once. The Brute-Force [29] method is used in the proposed approach to generate all of the possibilities of routes. Each route in the lattice is a candidate frequent route and the support for each candidate is counted by scanning the dataset in order to match each route against every candidate. For given d items, the number of candidate routes generated at level k is equal to , and the overall of this method is defined in Equation (3):
for k← 2 to do { ← //cartesian product of Lk−1 × Lk−1 and eliminating any k − 1 infrequent size items set The task for the frequent route mining is to find all common sets of individual attractions by which to compose travel routes that have at least a minimum support. To generate frequent routes, the following are requirements for an effective candidate generation procedure: First, it should avoid generating too many unnecessary candidates that is the key issue affecting the algorithm performance. Secondly, it must ensure that the candidate route is complete and lastly it should not generate the same route more than once. The Brute-Force [29] method is used in the proposed approach to generate all of the possibilities of routes. Each route in the lattice is a candidate frequent route and the support for each candidate is counted by scanning the dataset in order to match each route against every candidate.
For given d items, the number of candidate routes generated at level k is equal to d k , and the overall of this method is defined in Equation (3):
The set of possible route sets is the power set over I and has the size 2 n − 1 of which the size grows exponentially in the number of items n in I. An efficient search is desired to minimize the number of candidates or reduce the size of datasets. The most common approach is to reduce the number of candidates using the Apriori principle [30] . This principle can be used to simplify the pattern generation process when mining patterns in data sets. This principle guarantees that if a candidate set is frequent, then all of its subsets must also be frequent and thus no infrequent itemset can be a subset. The Apriori principle holds due to the following property of the support measure as shown in Equation (4):
This is verified using the support measure because the support of an itemset never exceeds that of its subsets, which is also known as the anti-monotone property of support [31] . The Apriori is a practical implementation of the principle. The algorithm in this illustration is plotted to mine all frequent routes in the database. Multiple iterations are performed to searches in the database for finding frequent routes where k-item routes are used to generate k + 1-routes. Figure 4 illustrates the generation of the frequent route set using Apriori algorithm. The thresholds of the minimum support and minimum confidence should be predetermined before the algorithm starts to find frequent routes. After that, it scans the dataset to compute the support of each attraction. These attractions, with the support which is equal to or greater than the predefined minimum support, are added to the 1-route frequent sets R1 and this process is terminated at the point where no more frequent route sets are generated. The set of possible route sets is the power set over I and has the size 2 1 of which the size grows exponentially in the number of items n in I. An efficient search is desired to minimize the number of candidates or reduce the size of datasets. The most common approach is to reduce the number of candidates using the Apriori principle [30] . This principle can be used to simplify the pattern generation process when mining patterns in data sets. This principle guarantees that if a candidate set is frequent, then all of its subsets must also be frequent and thus no infrequent itemset can be a subset. The Apriori principle holds due to the following property of the support measure as shown in Equation (4):
This is verified using the support measure because the support of an itemset never exceeds that of its subsets, which is also known as the anti-monotone property of support [31] . The Apriori is a practical implementation of the principle. The algorithm in this illustration is plotted to mine all frequent routes in the database. Multiple iterations are performed to searches in the database for finding frequent routes where k-item routes are used to generate k + 1-routes. Figure 4 illustrates the generation of the frequent route set using Apriori algorithm. The thresholds of the minimum support and minimum confidence should be predetermined before the algorithm starts to find frequent routes. After that, it scans the dataset to compute the support of each attraction. These attractions, with the support which is equal to or greater than the predefined minimum support, are added to the 1-route frequent sets R1 and this process is terminated at the point where no more frequent route sets are generated. Given a frequent route set R, the requirement of when the route can be added to the strong route is to find all nonempty subsets which meet the minimum confidence condition. As in the frequent route generation, we also need to look for a way to generate strong routes efficiently. In this paper, we generate strong routes by merging two routes that share the same prefix in the rule consequent. Following rules shown in Figure 5 are used to generate strong routes from the frequent route set:
• For each frequent route set R, find all nonempty subset of R.
•
For each non-empty subset S of R, write the strong route S → (R-S) if support count of R/support count of S ≥ minimum confidence.
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Genetic Algorithm Based Travel Route Optimization
A genetic algorithm [32] is a search heuristic that is inspired by Charles Darwin's theory of natural evolution. It is frequently used to find optimal or near-optimal solutions to difficult problems in research and in machine learning, which would otherwise result in spending a lifetime solving the problem. Basically, a genetic algorithm operates on a finite population of chromosomes or bit strings. The search mechanism [33] is mainly composed of three phases as follows: fitness evaluation of each chromosome, selection of the parent chromosomes, and application of the mutation and recombination operators to the parent chromosomes. The next generation is formed by the new chromosomes derived from these operations, and the process is reduplicated until the system achieves the purpose. This paper utilizes the principles of a genetic algorithm to solve the optimization problem in the travel route recommendation. Figure 6 basically defines the flowchart as an expression of the travel route optimization using the genetic algorithm. The process begins with a set of individuals which is called a population. In the proposed travel route optimization model, each individual is a solution characterized by a set of travel spots known as Genes, which contains the geo-information such as longitude and latitude. For given N travel spots, each place is identified with a unique numeric label in the range of 0 to N − 1, where the order of the route is defined from left to right. For example, one route contains 4 places (0, 1, 2, 3, 4), where the start location is 0 and the end location is 4, can be encoded as follows: Figure 5 . Flowchart of strong route generation.
A genetic algorithm [32] is a search heuristic that is inspired by Charles Darwin's theory of natural evolution. It is frequently used to find optimal or near-optimal solutions to difficult problems in research and in machine learning, which would otherwise result in spending a lifetime solving the problem. Basically, a genetic algorithm operates on a finite population of chromosomes or bit strings. The search mechanism [33] is mainly composed of three phases as follows: fitness evaluation of each chromosome, selection of the parent chromosomes, and application of the mutation and recombination operators to the parent chromosomes. The next generation is formed by the new chromosomes derived from these operations, and the process is reduplicated until the system achieves the purpose. This paper utilizes the principles of a genetic algorithm to solve the optimization problem in the travel route recommendation. Figure 6 basically defines the flowchart as an expression of the travel route optimization using the genetic algorithm. The process begins with a set of individuals which is called a population. In the proposed travel route optimization model, each individual is a solution characterized by a set of travel spots known as Genes, which contains the geo-information such as longitude and latitude. For given N travel spots, each place is identified with a unique numeric label in the range of 0 to N − 1, where the order of the route is defined from left to right. For example, one route contains 4 places (0, 1, 2, 3, 4), where the start location is 0 and the end location is 4, can be encoded as follows:
Evaluation is the core component in the genetic algorithm, which accepts a population to generate a new generation. Selection, crossover and mutation are then determined by evaluation. The fitness function defines a function which takes a candidate solution to the problem as input and produces as output how "fit" the solution is with respect to the problem in consideration. The fitness function allows the system to determine which individuals will be selected for recombination and mutation at each phase of the genetic algorithm, where the basic rule is that the higher the fitness value, the better the individual. In this paper we define the distance fitness function for the solution of travel route optimization. For a given route p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p n , the total distance is defined to as shown in Equation (5) .
where dist(p i , p i+1 ) is the distance between place i and place i + 1. In order to describe the shorter routes with higher fitness score, a simple fitness function that calculates the inverse value of the route distance is used as shown in Equation (6) .
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where , is the distance between place i and place i + 1. In order to describe the shorter routes with higher fitness score, a simple fitness function that calculates the inverse value of the route distance is used as shown in Equation (6) . 1 Parent selection is the process of selecting parents which mate and recombine to create offspring for the next generation. Individual solutions are selected through a stochastic fitness process with the principle that the fitter solutions have higher possibility to be selected as parents. In this paper, we apply the tournament selection method [34] as illustrated in Figure 7 , where a number of individuals are selected from the population randomly and the best one is selected as the winner for crossover, the same process is repeated until the next parent is selected. Tournament size is also called tournament pressure as the size grows larger, the less chance of weak individuals to be selected. In this paper, we set the tournament size to 5%, which equals 5% of the population. Parent selection is the process of selecting parents which mate and recombine to create offspring for the next generation. Individual solutions are selected through a stochastic fitness process with the principle that the fitter solutions have higher possibility to be selected as parents. In this paper, we apply the tournament selection method [34] as illustrated in Figure 7 , where a number of individuals are selected from the population randomly and the best one is selected as the winner for crossover, the same process is repeated until the next parent is selected. Tournament size is also called tournament pressure as the size grows larger, the less chance of weak individuals to be selected. In this paper, we set the tournament size to 5%, which equals 5% of the population. Finding a solution to the case of travel route optimization requires a genetic algorithm to be set up in a specialized way. For instance, a valid solution would need to represent a route where every location is included at least, and only, once. A route would not be considered valid if it contains a single location more than once, or is a location is missed out completely. Hence, special types of mutation and crossover methods are needed to ensure the genetic algorithm does indeed meet this requirement. We utilize the order crossover method [35] which is able to generate a valid route. In this crossover method, two random cross points are defined and a subset is selected from the first parent and then copied into the same positions of the offspring. Any missing values are determined by the second parent and only non-repetitive genotype can be added to the offspring. Figure 8 is made so as to give a little clearer an explanation considering the following example, with two random cross points; 6 and 8. Here, a subset of the route is taken from the first parent (6, 7, 8) and copied to the same positions of the offspring. The genotype after the second cross point in the second parent (1) is not in offspring so that it can be added at position 9 of the offspring. Traversing the second parent circularly, we get the genotype (9, 8, 7, 6, 5) where 9 and 5 can be copied to the offspring, skipping the others. Finally, 4, 3, 2 are copied to the offspring at position 3, 4, and 5, respectively. This process is repeated until the offspring has no more empty values and the end result should be a complete route which contains all of the positions from its parents with no missing or duplicated positions. After the crossover, the mutation function is applied to each of the chromosomes to output the new generation. Mutation is an operator used to maintain the genetic diversity from one generation of a population to the next. Mutation basically modifies one or more genes in an individual from its initial state. The genetic algorithm comes to the better solution as the solution may change entirely from the previous solution by using mutation. However, for a travel route optimization problem, the mutation method should only be capable of shuffling the route without ever adding or removing a location from the route, which otherwise might risk creating an invalid solution. Swap function [36] is one type of appropriate method that can be used, which is the closest mutation operator in philosophy to the original mutation operator since it only shuffles the route rather than modifies the Finding a solution to the case of travel route optimization requires a genetic algorithm to be set up in a specialized way. For instance, a valid solution would need to represent a route where every location is included at least, and only, once. A route would not be considered valid if it contains a single location more than once, or is a location is missed out completely. Hence, special types of mutation and crossover methods are needed to ensure the genetic algorithm does indeed meet this requirement. We utilize the order crossover method [35] which is able to generate a valid route. In this crossover method, two random cross points are defined and a subset is selected from the first parent and then copied into the same positions of the offspring. Any missing values are determined by the second parent and only non-repetitive genotype can be added to the offspring. Figure 8 is made so as to give a little clearer an explanation considering the following example, with two random cross points; 6 and 8. Here, a subset of the route is taken from the first parent (6, 7, 8) and copied to the same positions of the offspring. The genotype after the second cross point in the second parent (1) is not in offspring so that it can be added at position 9 of the offspring. Traversing the second parent circularly, we get the genotype (9, 8, 7, 6, 5) where 9 and 5 can be copied to the offspring, skipping the others. Finally, 4, 3, 2 are copied to the offspring at position 3, 4, and 5, respectively. This process is repeated until the offspring has no more empty values and the end result should be a complete route which contains all of the positions from its parents with no missing or duplicated positions. Finding a solution to the case of travel route optimization requires a genetic algorithm to be set up in a specialized way. For instance, a valid solution would need to represent a route where every location is included at least, and only, once. A route would not be considered valid if it contains a single location more than once, or is a location is missed out completely. Hence, special types of mutation and crossover methods are needed to ensure the genetic algorithm does indeed meet this requirement. We utilize the order crossover method [35] which is able to generate a valid route. In this crossover method, two random cross points are defined and a subset is selected from the first parent and then copied into the same positions of the offspring. Any missing values are determined by the second parent and only non-repetitive genotype can be added to the offspring. Figure 8 is made so as to give a little clearer an explanation considering the following example, with two random cross points; 6 and 8. Here, a subset of the route is taken from the first parent (6, 7, 8) and copied to the same positions of the offspring. The genotype after the second cross point in the second parent (1) is not in offspring so that it can be added at position 9 of the offspring. Traversing the second parent circularly, we get the genotype (9, 8, 7, 6, 5) where 9 and 5 can be copied to the offspring, skipping the others. Finally, 4, 3, 2 are copied to the offspring at position 3, 4, and 5, respectively. This process is repeated until the offspring has no more empty values and the end result should be a complete route which contains all of the positions from its parents with no missing or duplicated positions. After the crossover, the mutation function is applied to each of the chromosomes to output the new generation. Mutation is an operator used to maintain the genetic diversity from one generation of a population to the next. Mutation basically modifies one or more genes in an individual from its initial state. The genetic algorithm comes to the better solution as the solution may change entirely from the previous solution by using mutation. However, for a travel route optimization problem, the mutation method should only be capable of shuffling the route without ever adding or removing a location from the route, which otherwise might risk creating an invalid solution. Swap function [36] is one type of appropriate method that can be used, which is the closest mutation operator in philosophy to the original mutation operator since it only shuffles the route rather than modifies the After the crossover, the mutation function is applied to each of the chromosomes to output the new generation. Mutation is an operator used to maintain the genetic diversity from one generation of a population to the next. Mutation basically modifies one or more genes in an individual from its initial state. The genetic algorithm comes to the better solution as the solution may change entirely from the previous solution by using mutation. However, for a travel route optimization problem, the mutation method should only be capable of shuffling the route without ever adding or removing a location from the route, which otherwise might risk creating an invalid solution. Swap function [36] is one type of appropriate method that can be used, which is the closest mutation operator in philosophy to the original mutation operator since it only shuffles the route rather than modifies the original one. For example, we select two locations from the route at random and simply swap their positions. The mutation occurs in a user-definable probability (in our case 1.5%), which should be set low as the search will turn into a primitive random search when it is set to high. A more transparent explanation is presented in Figure 9 by the following example, where swap mutation is applied to the given route, here, a new route with the same values is created in a different order by switching the positions of 2 and 6. The proposed mutation method would never create a route having missing or duplicate values compared with the original one as it only swaps the pre-existing values, which is exactly what the travel route optimization module is supposed to do. original one. For example, we select two locations from the route at random and simply swap their positions. The mutation occurs in a user-definable probability (in our case 1.5%), which should be set low as the search will turn into a primitive random search when it is set to high. A more transparent explanation is presented in Figure 9 by the following example, where swap mutation is applied to the given route, here, a new route with the same values is created in a different order by switching the positions of 2 and 6. The proposed mutation method would never create a route having missing or duplicate values compared with the original one as it only swaps the pre-existing values, which is exactly what the travel route optimization module is supposed to do. The principle of survivor selection [37] is to take the good with the bad, or in other words, to determine which individuals should be kicked out and which should be kept in the next generation. This paper employs Elitism, which guarantees the fittest member of the current population is always propagated to the next generation and therefore, under no circumstance can the fittest member of the current population be replaced. We utilize the fitness-based selection, where the offspring tend to replace the least fit individual in the new population. As depicted in Figure 10 , the generated offspring replaces the least fit individual P1 of the population in the original position. The termination condition is important as it determines when to stop running the algorithm. In this paper, the termination criterium is defined by using an absolute number of generations (in our case 1000) and thus the algorithm terminates until the counter reaches the predetermined count. The principle of survivor selection [37] is to take the good with the bad, or in other words, to determine which individuals should be kicked out and which should be kept in the next generation. This paper employs Elitism, which guarantees the fittest member of the current population is always propagated to the next generation and therefore, under no circumstance can the fittest member of the current population be replaced. We utilize the fitness-based selection, where the offspring tend to replace the least fit individual in the new population. As depicted in Figure 10 , the generated offspring replaces the least fit individual P1 of the population in the original position. The termination condition is important as it determines when to stop running the algorithm. In this paper, the termination criterium is defined by using an absolute number of generations (in our case 1000) and thus the algorithm terminates until the counter reaches the predetermined count. original one. For example, we select two locations from the route at random and simply swap their positions. The mutation occurs in a user-definable probability (in our case 1.5%), which should be set low as the search will turn into a primitive random search when it is set to high. A more transparent explanation is presented in Figure 9 by the following example, where swap mutation is applied to the given route, here, a new route with the same values is created in a different order by switching the positions of 2 and 6. The proposed mutation method would never create a route having missing or duplicate values compared with the original one as it only swaps the pre-existing values, which is exactly what the travel route optimization module is supposed to do. The principle of survivor selection [37] is to take the good with the bad, or in other words, to determine which individuals should be kicked out and which should be kept in the next generation. This paper employs Elitism, which guarantees the fittest member of the current population is always propagated to the next generation and therefore, under no circumstance can the fittest member of the current population be replaced. We utilize the fitness-based selection, where the offspring tend to replace the least fit individual in the new population. As depicted in Figure 10 , the generated offspring replaces the least fit individual P1 of the population in the original position. The termination condition is important as it determines when to stop running the algorithm. In this paper, the termination criterium is defined by using an absolute number of generations (in our case 1000) and thus the algorithm terminates until the counter reaches the predetermined count. 
Dataset and Experiment
This section represents the dataset that has been used for the experiment and reports the results. We use the open data which collected the travel information from 36,548 tourists who have been to Jeju in 2017. The Open Data Portal [38] releases this open data to the public, covering more than 130 competitive destinations throughout Jeju visited by these tourists. It includes moving path records from each tourist in the specific month of the year. Each path contains starting and destination points along with other travel spots between the two points. In general, the recommendation provided by a travel recommender system can be quite different with seasons. For example, a tourist is pleased to visit the beach in summer, but not so much in winter, when the weather is unpleasant due to cold climates. The extracted route set presented in Figure 11 contains various routes, which is composed of a moving path and some other features; for example, consider the route t1 as shown in the following sample, containing the user Id, year, month and a moving path of three locations (a, b, c). In keeping with the seasonality requirements of the recommender system, we assume that a single 'season' feature is specified in advance. This feature can be easily classified according to the month in the current year (i.e., December represents winter and August represents summer) and thus the route set can be categorized into four subsets.
This section represents the dataset that has been used for the experiment and reports the results. We use the open data which collected the travel information from 36,548 tourists who have been to Jeju in 2017. The Open Data Portal [38] releases this open data to the public, covering more than 130 competitive destinations throughout Jeju visited by these tourists. It includes moving path records from each tourist in the specific month of the year. Each path contains starting and destination points along with other travel spots between the two points. In general, the recommendation provided by a travel recommender system can be quite different with seasons. For example, a tourist is pleased to visit the beach in summer, but not so much in winter, when the weather is unpleasant due to cold climates. The extracted route set presented in Figure 11 contains various routes, which is composed of a moving path and some other features; for example, consider the route t1 as shown in the following sample, containing the user Id, year, month and a moving path of three locations (a, b, c). In keeping with the seasonality requirements of the recommender system, we assume that a single 'season' feature is specified in advance. This feature can be easily classified according to the month in the current year (i.e., December represents winter and August represents summer) and thus the route set can be categorized into four subsets. Table 1 reports the experimental results of the association rule based recommendation without considering seasonality. For this analysis, eight cases with different minimum support values from 0.03 to 0.1 are performed by the proposed system ten times at randomly selected system resource utilization levels. In this paper, the min support is specified in percentage instead of a single count due to the large volume of data. We set the minimum confidence to a constant (0.9) which indicates the high strength of rules generated. It can be seen from the table that the number of rules is decreased with the increment of the minimum support value. The number of best rules is 125 when the min support is 0.03 while the number of rules reduced to 29 when the min support is 0.1. Moreover, the minimum support has a great effect on the number of cycles which determines how long it takes to run. For example, the average run time taken is recorded to be 9.674 s when the minimum support is 0.03 and decreased by 39.4% when the minimum support is 0.04. Table 1 reports the experimental results of the association rule based recommendation without considering seasonality. For this analysis, eight cases with different minimum support values from 0.03 to 0.1 are performed by the proposed system ten times at randomly selected system resource utilization levels. In this paper, the min support is specified in percentage instead of a single count due to the large volume of data. We set the minimum confidence to a constant (0.9) which indicates the high strength of rules generated. It can be seen from the table that the number of rules is decreased with the increment of the minimum support value. The number of best rules is 125 when the min support is 0.03 while the number of rules reduced to 29 when the min support is 0.1. Moreover, the minimum support has a great effect on the number of cycles which determines how long it takes to run. For example, the average run time taken is recorded to be 9.674 s when the minimum support is 0.03 and decreased by 39.4% when the minimum support is 0.04. Table 2 presents another experiment test considering seasonal factors, in which the original dataset is separated into four subsets according to the seasons. In this test, all cases are performed by the proposed system ten times at randomly selected system resource utilization levels under the same conditions, where minimum support is 0.07 and minimum confidence is set to 0.9. It is clear to see that the recommender system generates 125 rules for autumn, which is the most in all seasons. The main reason is that most of the tourists prefer to go sightseeing in the autumn since the climate is cooler and more comfortable than other seasons. Spring is the next after autumn with 61 rules, summer is the third with 29 rules and winter is the least with only 13 rules. Table 3 . It can be seen from the table that the recommendation contains more outdoor venues in spring than in summer, which is reasonable due to the hot climate, and people are more likely to stay indoors. It is obvious to see that these routes contain the same locations, but in a different order. For example, we can generate 6 different routes in the case of 3 locations which can be simply calculated by the factorial of 3. However, if the number of locations in the route grows, the factorial will be gigantic, which makes it almost impractical to find the shortest route among such a huge number of different routes. In this paper, we use the genetic algorithm as the optimization technique which is capable of discovering the optimal solution to this problem. In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed route optimization approach, we apply a test agenda with four instances as illustrated in Table 4 . Each instance contains a list of 10 to 55 places. The values of some of the relevant parameters for the genetic algorithms are defined as follows: the population size is set to 100, the max generation is set to 1000, and the mutation rate is set at 1.5%. The performance has been analyzed and the results are reported in Table 5 . For this analysis, four route sets of 10, 25, 40, 55 places are provided to the proposed route optimization module. Each of the sets is performed 20 times independently at randomly selected system resource utilization levels. The best result, average result, and optimum value are recorded. For the set with 10 places, the best result is recorded to be 789, averaging at the 801 and the optimum is 740. For the set with 25 places, the best result is recorded to be 1550, averaging at the 1620 and the optimum is 1475. Similarly, the test results for the rest instances are recorded, respectively, and all these results are visually demonstrated in Figure 12 . The performance has been analyzed and the results are reported in Table 5 . For this analysis, four route sets of 10, 25, 40, 55 places are provided to the proposed route optimization module. Each of the sets is performed 20 times independently at randomly selected system resource utilization levels. The best result, average result, and optimum value are recorded. For the set with 10 places, the best result is recorded to be 789, averaging at the 801 and the optimum is 740. For the set with 25 places, the best result is recorded to be 1550, averaging at the 1620 and the optimum is 1475. Similarly, the test results for the rest instances are recorded, respectively, and all these results are visually demonstrated in Figure 12 . 
Implementation Details
This section illustrates the development tools, hardware, and technologies used in the implementation. The proposed work comprises of two main components as shown in Figure 1 so that the development stacks are independently summarized into two tables for each of components. Table 6 depicts the development toolkits and technologies used for the optimal travel route recommender system. The implementation is performed on the development machine with Intel(R) 
This section illustrates the development tools, hardware, and technologies used in the implementation. The proposed work comprises of two main components as shown in Figure 1 so that the development stacks are independently summarized into two tables for each of components. Table 6 depicts the development toolkits and technologies used for the optimal travel route recommender system. The implementation is performed on the development machine with Intel(R) Core i3-3220 CPU at 3.30 GHz, 12 GB memory and Windows 7 Ultimate 64 bits operating system. The implementation platform is Eclipse Luna IDE using Java programming language. The dataset used is formed in the CSV format so that the opencsv is used, which is a Java specified CSV parser library for reading or writing CSV files. Table 7 introduces the development stack for developing the mobile tourist application. This mobile application is built in Java and XML programming languages using Android Studio IDE. SQlite 3 is a widespread database engine used for an embedded system such as mobile phones. It is used to store the routes generated from the recommender system. Daum MAP API provides various functionalities to customize maps with users' own content and imagery for display on mobile devices. YouTube Data API allows the user to add a variety of YouTube features to the application, for instance, it supports the functionalities to search for videos matching specific search terms, topics, and locations. The kma API captures the real-time weather data for any location including wind, temperature, humidity, and more. This application is tested in the Galaxy S4 with Octa-core (8-core CPU), 2GB memory and Android 4.2.2. 
Use Case Study: Mobile Tourist
In order to demonstrate the usability of the proposed system, a mobile tourist case study has been implemented as part of the experiment. This application ingests the travel routes generated from the travel route recommender system and these routes are stored in the local database for further processing and various services. The main interface as shown in Figure 13 provides an overview of this application, which mainly shows a map of Jeju. The real-time weather information is displayed in different directions on the map. There are also several options at the bottom of the application, which provide the entries for different function interfaces. The main function of this application is to provide travel routes depending on the start point entered by the user. Figure 14 presents the interface of route searching, in which users can retrieve all available routes or search the specific route by keywords. Figure 15 shows some snapshots of various interfaces for travel routes and spots. Figure 15a shows the overview of travel routes located on the map along with the complete route information which is displayed at the bottom of the map. Each travel spot from the route is labeled with a balloon marker and it is necessary to notice that the balloon marker in red represents the current location while the marker in blue stands for the next destination of the route. Furthermore, the map also renders a bubble above the marker that displays the name of a given spot. By clicking the given marker, this application redirects to another interface as represented in Figure 15b , where the tourism information of the selected travel spot is detailed. Figure 15c presents the interface for displaying the related introductory videos of the travel spot from YouTube. The main function of this application is to provide travel routes depending on the start point entered by the user. Figure 14 presents the interface of route searching, in which users can retrieve all available routes or search the specific route by keywords. The main function of this application is to provide travel routes depending on the start point entered by the user. Figure 14 presents the interface of route searching, in which users can retrieve all available routes or search the specific route by keywords. Figure 15 shows some snapshots of various interfaces for travel routes and spots. Figure 15a shows the overview of travel routes located on the map along with the complete route information which is displayed at the bottom of the map. Each travel spot from the route is labeled with a balloon marker and it is necessary to notice that the balloon marker in red represents the current location while the marker in blue stands for the next destination of the route. Furthermore, the map also renders a bubble above the marker that displays the name of a given spot. By clicking the given marker, this application redirects to another interface as represented in Figure 15b , where the tourism information of the selected travel spot is detailed. Figure 15c presents the interface for displaying the related introductory videos of the travel spot from YouTube. Figure 15a shows the overview of travel routes located on the map along with the complete route information which is displayed at the bottom of the map. Each travel spot from the route is labeled with a balloon marker and it is necessary to notice that the balloon marker in red represents the current location while the marker in blue stands for the next destination of the route. Furthermore, the map also renders a bubble above the marker that displays the name of a given spot. By clicking the given marker, this application redirects to another interface as represented in Figure 15b , where the tourism information of the selected travel spot is detailed. Figure 15c presents the interface for displaying the related introductory videos of the travel spot from YouTube. 
Comparison and Significance
This section provides a comparative analysis of the proposed travel route recommender system with some of the similar works mentioned in the Related Work Section. A benchmark study was carried out using the following features to reveal the superiority and applicability of the proposed work and the evaluation results are shown in Table 8 . It can be seen from the table that the proposed system performs better than other systems in many respects. Most of the systems only provide an individual recommendation, neither utilize personal attributes nor supports route generation, which greatly reduces the conveniences for users. The work [24] is a somewhat similar approach with the highest variety of travel recommendation related services. This system utilizes the personal attributes-based mining approach to generate travel routes and shows the recommendation results in smartphones. However, route optimization is not considered which might cause the recommendation to be not reasonable. This limitation is a common issue that existed among most of the current systems. Moreover, many systems do not support mobile applications, which is another major limitation.
guidebooks or periodicals for planning their upcoming tours. Nowadays, more than 150 million tourists use smartphones, and for this reason, they can use the mobile tourist application with just a single click. Moreover, the proposed solution can greatly affect the on-site travel behavior and serve as a basis for future enhancements in the tourism industry since it provides personalized services by analyzing travelers' experience during their trip. We hold the opinion that the designed system has the potential to be expanded in other scenarios such as hotel and restaurant recommendation, which can additionally benefit from the significance of the work. Furthermore, the demands to have a reliable and user-friendly travel guide application that offers personal attributes mining, travel route generation, and travel route optimization are growing rapidly, and this paper aims to reveal the potential to solve all these issues mentioned above.
Conclusions and Future Direction
This work outlines a novel procedure for the design and implementation of a travel route recommender system to help aid in both the trip planning as well as instantaneous travel information. An association rule mining-based approach which considers personal travel attributes is proposed to produce a travel route including various destinations. The biggest innovation of the presented work is the utilization of a genetic algorithm to optimize the travel route, by referring to the distance fitness function in order to find the optimal route. A series of experiments are performed using the open access travel data in Jeju from January to December 2017, permitting efficient and reliable route recommendation and optimization according to user personal attributes. Furthermore, a mobile tourist application has been implemented as the proof of concept and experimentally tested in Jeju, Korea to validate the performance of the proposed approach. The significance of this work has been highlighted by a comparative analysis of the designed system with existing approaches, and the result demonstrates that the designed system outperforms other systems in many aspects. It is the goal of this work to fill gaps in mobile-based travel planning applications, to make the life of a tourist easier, and to accelerate tourism industry developments. Moreover, the proposed work can be expanded to many other application scenarios such as hotel reservations and car rentals on the basis of the original application. Future research directions include deploying the designed application into a larger application domain for all kind of travel purposes while using a much wider range of datasets that cover the whole of Korea.
